
“You Are Sweet” Card
Hello Easter Collection
by Anya Lunchenko

echo park paper co.

SUPPLIES:
* Hello Easter “Easter Floral” patterned 
paper 
* Hello Easter “Hoppy Easter” patterned 
paper 
* Hello Easter “Easter Chicks” patterned * Hello Easter “Easter Chicks” patterned 
paper 
* Hello Easter Element Stickers 
* Hello Easter Solids Kit 
* Hello Easter Frames and Tags Ephemera 
* Hello Easter Enamel Dots 
* Home Sweet Home Wreath Die Set 
* Stitched Rectangle Nesting Designer Die * Stitched Rectangle Nesting Designer Die 
Set 
* Sweet Baby Girl Decorative Brads 
* Ultra White Felt Carta Bella cardstock
* Mono Multi Liquid glue
* White paper doily 
* White crochet twine

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. From white cardstock, create a card base measuring 4 ¼” x 6 ¼” with an opening to the right. 
2. Trim a 4” x 6” piece from the “Easter Floral” patterned paper. Add a 3” x 5” piece of white cardstock 
to the middle and stitch around the perimeter with white thread. 
3. To the bottom left, add a pink Decorative Brad. Attach the whole thing to the card base with liquid 
adhesive.  Add a white doily to the top part of the card. 
4.4. From the Coordinating Solids Brown paper trim a 2 5/8” x 4 ¾” piece. Cut a bunch of ½” x 7/8” 
pieces of brown cardstock and equally space them on top, creating the illusion of a chocolate bar. Add 
it to the card with dimensional adhesive slightly tilting and offsetting it to the right. 
5. Using the 2 ½” x 3 ½” Stitched Rectangle die cut a piece from the “Hoppy Easter” patterned paper. 
Layer it together with the white tag and a few other ephemera pieces and add to the card, overlapping 
the chocolate bar. 
6.6. Die cut the word “sweet” from pink paper and glue it to the hand cut banner that is about 2 ½” x ¾” 
long. Add to the card with pop dots.
7. From the Element Sticker Sheet take two stickers with bunnies and add to the card with pop dots. 
8. Trim a 4” x 6” piece from the “Easter Chicks” paper and cover the back panel (brown side up).
9. Finish the card by adding a few pink Enamel Dots in different sizes.
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